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27. There Is No Such Thing As One Body1           Aiv278
[c. 1678-79]2

1464 (1) I suppose that what has no greater unity than the logs in a bundle of firewood or
logpile, or bricks placed one on top of the other, is not properly one entity, but rather
entities, although one name can be supposed for them all.

And this is true whether they are close together or far apart, and likewise whether
those bricks or logs in the pile are arranged together in an orderly way or not, for this
does not give them greater unity; likewise the individual parts may have some motion
in common, or anything else that can be predicated of them all.

(2) I also suppose that nothing is intelligible in a body other than extension, i.e.
what has parts beyond parts.

(3) Finally, I suppose that every body is actually divided into several parts, which
are also bodies.3

From this it follows:
First, that there is no such thing as one body.
Second, that there are no such things as bodies either, these being nothing but one

body after another.
Hence it follows that either bodies are mere phenomena, and not real entities, or

there is something other than extension in bodies.
This argument succeeds even if the third supposition is not conceded, provided it is

conceded that contact alone does not make one entity. Accordingly, if two equal
triangular bodies (that are not further subdivided) are imagined to compose a cube, one
new entity is no more made from them than if they were touching each other only
through their vertices, i.e. at points.4 Likewise one entity is no more made from them if
one is at rest on top of the other in that composition of the cube, than

1465 if they are moving, or if they are in that situation of the cube only for a moment, in
which case it would follow that the cube would come into being and perish
simultaneously.

Likewise one new entity is no more made from them whether they move so that
they are touching each other, but with a motion in the same or in different directions; or
whether they move as companion pieces composing the cube.

                                                  
1 LH I, 20, leaf 209, on 2 sides of a slip of paper; edited for the Vorausedition by Gerhard Biller as Nullum
dari ullum corpus, Ve253: 1127-8 (Fascicule 6, 1987). I have retained this title in preference to the new title
in Aiv, An corpora sint mera phaenomena, “Whether Bodies are Mere Phenomena”.
2 There are no external clues for dating. The Akademie editors place it in the same time frame as Aiv277
and Aiv279 (Winter 1682/83?) on the basis of similarity of contents. Essentially, though, it is no more than
a formal demonstration for the claim in Aiv365 that, because of the indefinite division of the extended,
“nothing could be assigned in body which could be called this something, or some one thing”, and so could
equally well have originated in  the same period, summer to winter of 1678/9. But then again, it could as
well have been prompted by Leibniz's re-reading of Cordemoy in 1685 (see Aiv346 below).
3 Leibniz originally had the second and third suppositions in reverse order, but switched them after he
realized that the argument succeeded without this supposition, originally numbered (2).
4 This example is reminiscent of the argument concerning a square composed from two triangles in
Meditatio de principio individui (Aiii67: 490-1; DSR 50-53). There Leibniz argued that a square would be
indiscernible from one formed from two rectangles, so that the principle of individuation of each would
have to be outside the thing, contrary to the principle that the effect must involve its cause. “But if we
admit that two different things always differ in themselves in some way as well, then it follows that in
any matter there is something which retains the effect of its prior states, namely a mind” (491).


